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Submission
This whole plan forgets that people live in the area and does not tell us anything in detail. It just says more buildings - ei her flats or offices. It is not a
plan, it is a land grab. 
Where are he proposed parks, schools, aged care facilities? Because the NSW Govt has declared that this is a growth area we have to wear the bad
decision. By announcing that the fish markets - new and old - state significant sites the community has lost control and are not considered. 
Every hing seems to be world class according to he document but how can that be when no care or consideration is given to the existing community.
You want a 24/7 entertainment area and have made no mention of the lack of transport, the noise it will cause, etc.
There is a tiny reference to "Aboriginal heritage" what does that mean? If the NSW Govt can afford to spend $74million on the new Fishmarket. It can
spend he same amount on an Aboriginal Culture Centre which is something the state lacks and this will be a boost to the local community and bring
tourists to the area.
We don't need more bars and gambling venues. We don't need more offices or shops. Haven't you no iced all the for lease signs in the area?
Obviously this document was written without consideration for the community, Covid 19 and he changes it is causing in the world. The PPPS should
be shelved until 2025 and see how the state, Australia and the World settle down.
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